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' M ,
Re; Congratulations 
Nick Clegg 
to;
sly .bailey 
20/05/2011 14:27
Cc;
"Lena Pietsch"
Hide Details
From; "NickClegg" <nclegg@nol0.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <sly.bailey@trinitymirror.com>
Cc: "LenaPietsch" <Lpietsch@nol0.gsi.gov.uk>

Sly, .Will do - why, why, why will be my mantra from now onl Never too late to learn from your mistakes...All V bestNick

From: sly.baltey@trintt̂ irTor.com <dy.balley@trinitymlrror.com>To: Nick Oegg (Blackberry) <nwpdegg@llbdems.org.uk>Sent; Fri May 20 14:24:08 2011 Subject: Re: Congratulations
Nick - you were great. Again!! Thank you. We really liked your 'more economically competent than Labour and much nicer than the Tories'. Slyps focus on the 'why' - it works every time!!

"Nick Clegg (Blackberryf <nwpclegg@llbdems.org.uk> 
To <sly.bailey@trinitymirror.com>
Da-:® 12A>5/201009:04
Siib!-»d Re: Congratulations

Dear Sly
Many thx »now the hard work begins!
I think you'll be really pleasantly surprised by the content of the coalition agreement, to be released lunchtime. 
All best 
N

Please reply tonick,clegg,mp@parliament.uk as this account may not be checked regularly - many thanks.
—— Original Message----
From: sIy.bailey@trinitymirror.com <sly.bailey@trinitymirror.com>
To: Nick Clegg (Blackberry)
Sent: Wed May 12 08:53:07 2010 
Subject: Congratulations

Nick,
I wanted to wish you many, many personal congratulations. You have achieved 
something quite extraordinary, I wish you every success.
With my very best wishes 
Sly
« * « « « « « « • * « « * * * « * * « «
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